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Omega Bins Operational 

Instructions: 

De latching / Collapsing  

The first step to collapse an Omega Bin is to de latch the four latches at the corners. The purpose of the latch is to lock the sliding ring 

beam in place at the top of the poles. There are three (3) methods to de latch an Omega Bins ring beam. 

        (2) With the De Latching Tool: 

De-Latching Tool - The latches can also be released by inserting a de-

latching tool into the latch release mechanism  inside the top of the pole. 
 

(1) Preferred Method – Round Bar: 
Round Bar – Place a round bar just under the ring beam and press it 

against the highest point of the latch. Grip the round bar with both hands 

and pull backwards whilst supporting the pole with your knee until the 

latch moves to disengage the ring beam. 

The ring beam would automatically move down when the latch is pulled 

back to its disengaging position - repeat the procedure until all four latches 

are de latched.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Collapsing 

 

 

Orientate workers to face each other from the opposite short / skid sides of 

the Omega bin. After de latching move the ring beam down to the bottom of 

the base. 

Insert the square flat section of the tool into the latch slot at the top of the 

latch and pull backwards towards your body. Do not press the tool forward 

to use it as a wedge. When the latch is disengaged, the ring beam would 

automatically move downwards. 

        (3) With No Tools: 

This procedure should be done with gloves as there is a chance that the 

ring beam can pinch the fingers. Whilst pulling the ring beam upwards with 

one hand , press the latch inwards with the other hands thumb until the 

ring beam disengages and moves down. 
 

Ideally the collapsing of an Omega Bin would require two persons. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

To ensure that the material does not pinch under the sliding ring beam, pull 

the material up on the four corners whilst ring beam is resting on the base.  

Push the material inwards on the sides. The material would follow and fold 

at forty five (45) degree angles. The fold is similar to an envelopes corner.  

Pull the poles upward to release it from the hinges and fold legs horizontally 

onto the bag. The poles would also assist in holding the folded corners in 

place. 

 

The poles placed on the corners of the folded bag assisting the material to 

keep in place 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


